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Introduction

Starting: Attendance

It will be another performance where I have to sit on the floor. This piece 
is sited in a theater— not a gallery, museum atrium, or outdoor plaza. It’s 
a theater, so seats should be part of the hospitality. But no. As we walk in, 
we are told to sit on the floor. Audience members should take their shoes 
off. They (we) can sit wherever we would like on the floor. We can sit as 
close or as far from the stage as we like, or rather, we can sit on the stage as 
close or as far from the platform— the plinth— set atop that stage, around 
which we gather . . . bemusedly, expectantly. I walk to the stage and sit, 
lowering torso to ground. I cross my legs under me. I straighten my back. 
I recross my legs the other way. I (we) are here to witness Faye Driscoll’s 
Thank You for Coming: Attendance (2012– 20), a piece that requires its 
receivers to decide what it means to attend— to show up, to bear witness, 
to sit at attention— from the get- go.

At some point, I realize that performers— dancers? artists? bodies?— are 
coming up behind us, crawling from the back of the stage, or rather, the 
back of the theater, on the stage toward the platform, slinking their way 
around the bodies seated cross- legged on the ground. I am still bemused, 
still expectant, as clearly something is starting to happen. I hear the rustle 
of the dancers’ crawling; one is nearer to me, coming from behind. “Hi, 
Shannon.” It’s a whisper in my ear. I startle. “It’s Sean,” he still whispers. 
He winks at me while crawling past me. “From the Builders,” he moves 
along. Sean Donovan is a performer— a dancer, artist, body— I know. He’s 
a performer who gets “cast in” theater that I see. Who “dances for” chore-
ographers I know. Who is hired to be a performing body in artworks that I 
like to experience. He is what in the performing arts world is called a triple 
threat— he acts, he sings, he dances. In the adventurous world of contem-
porary art and performance, he’s a quadruple threat, because he also has 
the conceptual tendencies— the cognitive virtuosities— to want to be a col-
laborator in the experimental performances that I like to see. In addressing 
me, he forced me to attend to my attendance. He winked to show he knew 
who I was: the critic in the room, the critic on the floor. I was outed. No 
anonymous audience experience here. No way to take even mental notes 
without someone wondering whether I’m going to write about this show.

So here I am, writing.
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Yes, here I am writing in 2021 about this show, writing about atten-
dance after a year when I have not been able to attend any performances 
in person. I experienced Thank You for Coming: Attendance in Paris as 
part of Festival d’Automne a few years before. Those who follow contem-
porary performance know that this festival occurs every year to frame a 
semicoordinated array of events in established and less- established the-
atrical venues around the city. (Those in the artworld who do not follow 
contemporary performance might wonder if it is kind of like a biennial.) 
The festival and the venues are part of a global circuit of parallel festivals 
and venues who support the touring schedules of experimental perform-
ing artists like Driscoll. They appear in London, in Athens, in Adelaide, 
in New York, in Brussels, and more; but no, these festivals are not quite 
biennials. That said, such festivals are like biennials in that they draw 
thousands of bodies to experience art together in the same time and place; 
as such, festivals and biennials are gatherings imperiled by global pandem-
ics that restrict bodily gathering. Meanwhile, before 2020, Driscoll was 
one of a cluster of experimental choreographers who enjoyed an inter-
arts career, presented and touring among notable performing sites (e.g., 
The Kitchen, Brooklyn Academy of Music, and Walker), as well as well as 
within “visual art” world curation— at New Museum and Museum of Arts 
and Design (MAD) Biennial. Hence, a piece like Thank You for Coming 
might be productively placed within the network of experimental perfor-
mance genealogies. Like many artists of her generation, Driscoll’s career 
and her transit among different types of venues coincided with an acceler-
ating interest in theater, dance, and performance among visual art spaces, 
part of the interart acceleration that has been preoccupying me and many 
others for the last decade. By thematizing “Attendance” and the hospitable 
exchange among participants, Driscoll arguably rides a social turn as well, 
where the act of showing up as a participatory infrastructure is itself the 
object of investigation. Those in the artworld who don’t follow contempo-
rary performance might wonder if this is relational aesthetics.

Let’s see.
The piece’s signature image transpires early in the performance. On that 

raised platform— that plinth— five bodies assemble and lean on each other, 
precariously, dynamically. The arm of one dancer leans on the shoulder of 
another, but a leg from elsewhere alights there too. A head lowers onto 
someone’s back, and falls when that back leans forward. These bodies, 
propelled and propelling, suspended and suspending, compose a precious 
structure, a sentient collective form. As limbs release and torsos fall, danc-
ers catch a different head or different limb, propping and being propped 
by new extensions, releasing in boredom or excitement to new arrange-
ments. We can hear them breathing. If you are an audience member like 
me, you think you feel a vicarious connection to those connected to each 
other. You think you feel that discomfort as bodies grow weary or bored 
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of the obligation to hold up the limbs of another. You feel them respond-
ing to each other— connecting, grasping, straining. Whether or not Thank 
You for Coming is relational aesthetics, it is relationality. Whether I, you, 
or these performers will ever be able to luxuriate in postpandemic proxim-
ity again is another question, a question for readers to answer again and 
again as the years ahead unfold.

Starting Again: Arts, Context, Politics

This collection of essays explores a range of disciplinary, institutional, and 
political puzzles that impinge on the social and aesthetic practice of per-
formance. It begins by dialing backward, recalling some of my earliest 
thinking about how the framework of performance might offer alternate 
methodologies for understanding the social life of bodies, past and pres-
ent. That thinking is indebted to the history of social reform in Chicago, as 
well as to my experience at Northwestern University whose press is (poi-
gnantly for me) publishing this reader. In many ways, an immersion in the 
methods of performance historiography stayed with me, even when I began 
to work with the ultracontemporary. That orientation can be found in new 
form as the collection of essays proceeds, analyzing disciplinary debates 
in the theoretical and practical elaboration of performance in higher edu-
cation, including its fraught and allied relationship to literary studies, 
visual culture, theater, and critical theory. At a time of increased aesthetic 
experimentation and political debate in the artworld, this assembly goes 
on to alight on key artists, artist groups, and cultural organizations whose 
new experiments have challenged conventions of sociality, curation, and 
critique. Undergirding all the above, each essay navigates the political 
ambivalences of performance, whether those found in a late- nineteenth- 
century industrial economy or those coinciding with an experiential turn in 
a twenty- first- century postindustrial economy. Back Stages brings together 
over twenty of my essays, most of them previously published in academic 
journals, art catalogues, and edited collections. While each text originally 
addressed a differently situated audience in theater, US history, art his-
tory, visual culture, performance studies, dance, and the world of socially 
engaged art, the process of compilation has surfaced unexpected disci-
plinary connections. My hope is that— bound together— this collection of 
essays will provide new opportunities for mutual engagement within and 
across a varied network of educational, artistic, and civic sectors.

As my title and subtitle suggest, these essays are unified by their rela-
tion to performance, art, and the social— a relation that (for me) means 
redefining the backgrounded backstage. I offer these essays as someone 
who started life in drama, literature, and the performing arts and gradu-
ally began to think about performance as an anthropological ritual and 
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sociological event. As my career proceeded, I returned to aesthetic ques-
tions but to different forms, tracking an interarts conversation across the 
performing arts, visual arts, video, and ever- new new media. That pursuit 
coincided with another abiding interest— the connection between aesthetic 
form and political reform, between art and social change, or within what 
the artworld began to call social practice. Such a tendency can be placed 
within a long and venerable genealogy that aligns art and performance 
with political action— whether in the ancient theatron that offered citizens 
a “place for viewing” or in a modern political theatron where Arendtian 
interlocutors elevate the political possibilities of performing artists and 
their actions. That tradition also includes another of my favorite feminist 
philosophers, Jane Addams, a reformer who understood the political and 
social potential of play. Of course, in a more recent context, some of those 
performative or participatory turns are about “being social” in a more 
mundane sense, about enabling or enforcing participation with the art-
work, or about using participation and performance to activate the social 
scene of the artworld. I might also note that this is where the interarts con-
versation often becomes tangled in its own politics, its own institutional 
questions about which artistic forms find themselves where— on stages? 
In galleries? Inside or outside museums? In atriums, plazas, and biennials? 
Spectators to these forms adjust as well— sitting, standing, walking, inter-
acting, sometimes in seats, but often on the floor. What does it mean that 
performance is finding its way, forcing its way, or being forced on the way, 
as a variety of art and cultural organizations seek “performative” engage-
ment? How, moreover, has that engagement changed in a (post- )COVID 
world, one that elevates the screen as a delivery system for the arts, one 
that has given “outdoor” art or environmental art a new primacy as well? 
For some in the artworld, performance is and has been in the process 
of insidious takeover. The interarts domain thus turns out to be politi-
cal in different terms, largely because the so- called turn to performance 
within visual arts, as well as the working conditions of contemporary per-
formance generally, are seen to be disconcertingly symptomatic of a late 
capitalist shift in the coordination of immaterial service labor. Never mind 
that performance’s “immaterial” service has always been highly material, 
something that became newly apparent with the contagious materiality 
of “essential service” during the pandemic. More on those tangles as I go.

Indeed, taken together, the essays in Back Stages implicitly track a tan-
gled genealogy of theory and practice within social institutions, artistic 
institutions, and institutions of higher education. Two decades of my own 
writing coincided with what scholars and curators called “the performa-
tive turn,” even if differently positioned critics had vastly different ideas 
of what the “performative” stood for and what it was turning from. My 
first book, Lines of Activity (2000), allied with a performative turn in the 
humanities and social sciences to analyze the evolution of a renowned 
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institution of social reform, the Hull- House Settlement of Chicago. In my 
2004 book, Professing Performance, I went in a different direction to ana-
lyze institutional patterns of connection and misrecognition around the 
keyword “performance,” starting with early institutional debates in liter-
ary studies and moving into late twentieth- century theoretical debates in 
visual, social, and critical theory. My 2011 book, Social Works, addressed a 
topic that took me in yet another direction— the political assumptions and 
aesthetic practices of socially engaged art; this project required an inves-
tigation into how performance functioned within an expanding visual art 
world while also questioning the political assumptions of the “social” that 
such practices sought to model and to catalyze. Between and following 
these presumably distinct publications, however, I engaged in numerous 
projects that somewhat unexpectedly plotted a connective through line. 
From the late 1990s until now, I found myself charged with addressing 
a whole variety of organizational puzzles, cross- disciplinary sites, and 
artistic experiments, all of which revolved around the methodological 
challenges of analyzing and curating performance across a century when 
sensibilities toward social institutions changed as well. This is the line I 
seek to share in Back Stages.

The through line integrates three related methodological themes that 
shift and challenge each other depending on the project. A first alights on 
the relation between performance and social theory. This means consid-
ering how the many forms of performance (artistic, activist, ritualistic) 
activate our awareness of the social sphere and propel social reform. 
From a community parade in early twentieth- century Chicago to a public 
art action in twentieth- first- century Chicago, performance makes social 
dynamics visible and available for revision. But it also means adopting 
performance analysis as a scholarly method, as a multisensual, time- based 
form for modeling relationality and tracking the infrastructures that sus-
tain lives worth living. Performance is thus a catalyst for social action but 
also a method by which social action can be interpreted and understood, 
aligning itself with scholarly turns in cultural anthropology, new histori-
cism, new materialism, affect theory, and of course performance studies. A 
second central theme focuses on interart debates within and across vari-
ous relational, participatory, and performative “turns.” As I noted above 
and will continue to elaborate below, the consolidation of social practice 
in the artworld also ushered in various modes of “medium- unspecific” 
collaborations across art forms. At the same time, the poly- artistic cura-
tion of the performing arts inside the visual art museum brought renewed 
attention to the different effects, values, skills, and virtuosities of differ-
ent performance forms; sometimes those interart virtuosities seemed to 
relate to social practice, including the political aesthetics of Occupy, and 
sometimes they seemed to be part of an entirely different, depoliticized 
conversation. Finally, both these methodological themes anticipate a third 
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preoccupation, one largely focused on the challenges and possibilities that 
performance brings to practices of philosophical critique and the mate-
rial revelation of context. Performance carries many connotations— it is 
associated with artifice, mimesis, display, excess, action, and more. While 
reckoning with these associations, I most often found myself focused on 
performance as a hyperembedded form, as a form whose boundaries with 
context continually blur and struggle with— and therefore must embrace— 
its relentless heteronomy. Performance exists in an embedded relation to 
the systems that surround it, a relation that exposes the surround that is 
simultaneously inside it. When performance becomes the object of cri-
tique, it both expands and confuses the parameters of critique, including 
the parameters of inside/outside, text/context, foreground/background. 
When taken seriously, the heteronomy of performance actually invites a 
different kind of formal pursuit, one linked to the goals of critique; per-
formance offers an opportunity to explore the contextual contingency of 
any action, subject, or knowledge formation. That contingency is always 
present, if oft- disavowed; one formal effect of a global pandemic is that 
it makes the disavowal of material embeddedness impossible to sustain.

Not that anyone ever could.
Having introduced some central questions, let me back up to do some 

more scene setting, especially on the scenes that brought performance 
into a different kind of interart conversation. The last twenty years saw 
a renewal of the art and performance relationship in many experimen-
tal contexts— in museums and on stages, in studios and at civic spaces, 
in biennials (for the artworld) and in festivals (for the performing arts 
world). Following a longer century of cross- disciplinary experimentation, 
I found that the renewal could not be tracked fully under the rubric of 
“performance art,” especially when artworld experiments began more 
actively to incorporate the trained skills of theater, dance, and music 
(i.e., the performing arts). I also found that the disciplinary significance 
of such experiments varied depending on who was watching them, and 
from which artistic or scholarly tradition they did their viewing. This pro-
ductive structure of disciplinary misrecognition was familiar to me from 
Professing Performance, but whereas the 2004 study took that structure 
primarily to disciplinary questions of literature and text, these projects 
required an understanding of how performance (an ensemble and time- 
based medium) interacted with visual art (a presumably static, most often 
solo medium).

I used to take the year 2012 as an exemplary, pivotal moment in these 
transcontextual experiments. This was a year that included performance 
festivals like American Realness and Crossing the Line that considered the 
relationship between the gallery and the theater. So too, in the Performa 
Biennial, Roselee Goldberg focused that year’s performance art biennial 
on the category of “theater” to grapple with the expansion of performing 
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arts curation, even if, as she said at the time, she “hates theater.”1 The 
Under the Radar festival followed by hosting a conversation on the rela-
tion between the “black box” and the “white cube.” In spring of 2012 
Jay Sanders and Elisabeth Sussman offered a Whitney Biennial that was 
lauded in part for the performances curated inside it, including Wu Tsang’s 
Green Room, Michael Clark’s Who’s Zoo, Richard Maxwell’s installed 
rehearsals, and Sarah Michelson’s Devotion Study #1— The American 
Dancer. The latter made history for being the first choreographic work 
to win the Whitney’s Bucksbaum Award.2 By fall of 2012 the Museum 
of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York was commissioning and acquiring 
all varieties of performances— from the maybe parodic, maybe activist, 
maybe earnest “events” of the art group Grand Openings to the siting of 
works conceived and commissioned by choreographers like Ralph Lemon, 
Steve Paxton, Faustin Linyekula, Dean Moss, Jérôme Bel, and more.3 The 
year 2012 was also a pivotal transition for Tim Griffin, who left his posi-
tion as editor of contemporary art publication Artforum to take over the 
contemporary performance venue The Kitchen, activating both its gallery 
spaces and its theater to stage a conversation across art forms. Meanwhile, 
non– New York- based activity had been approaching those interart stakes 
from different angles. The Walker Art Center in Minneapolis reconceived 
what it meant to “collect” when it acquired Merce Cunningham’s cos-
tumes, debating along the way whether their conservation required the 
preservation or the eradication of the sweat marks and make- up stains of 
the dancers who wore them.4 In France, Boris Charmatz and others started 
Musée de la Danse, putting choreography on a plinth. In the United King-
dom, the Tate Modern opened a section of the museum called The Tanks 
in 2012— committing “permanent” space to the presentation and exhibi-
tion of “temporary” art forms— by resiting choreographer Anne Teresa De 
Keersmaeker’s Fase in its concrete space. Incidentally, the contemporane-
ously acquired “Crystal Quilt” of socially engaged artist Suzanne Lacy 
was also sited in The Tanks next door, broaching without fully reconciling 
a conversation about whether the museum’s choreographic turn and its 
social turn were really part of the same performative turn.

Antagonisms remained; Marina Abramović’s famous statement that “to 
be a performance artist, you have to hate theater” still lingered in the ears 
and in the atmosphere of these and many other experiments— including 
those inspired by Abramović’s own blockbuster retrospective at MoMA 
two years earlier. Arguably, however, those antagonisms have been the 
ground for more considered critique— and a host of new experiments that 
now populate visual and performing arts spaces alike.5 Though some ver-
sions of art history warned against the intrusion of temporality into visual 
art spaces, conversations among scholars of theater, dance, performance, 
and art are now increasingly hosted by art institutions; there is continual, 
productive debate about the stage management of live events as well as 
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its archival and collectible potential in the projective scores and retro-
spective residue that performance leaves behind (e.g., texts, photographs, 
props, sets, sweat, promises, memories). Choreographer Anna Therese 
De Keersmaeker has gone on to become a signature figure in this cross- 
disciplinary— and cross- professional— conversation. Three years after 
the Tanks opening, she created a new piece of choreographic endurance; 
Work/Travail/Arbeid (2015), premiered at WIELS Center for Contempo-
rary Art in Brussels as part of the Performatik 2015. Performatik itself 
was a citywide event conceived in collaboration with experimental theater 
spaces such as Kaaitheater and visual art spaces such as Bozar and WIELS. 
Its organizer, Katleen Van Langendonck, strategically decided to market 
Performatik as both an art “biennial” and a performing arts “festival” to 
invite and redefine different kinds of durational art reception.6 Curated by 
Elena Filipovic, Work/Travail/Arbeid placed an ensemble of trained danc-
ers within the WIELS galleries for six hours each day, inspiring them to 
move as sentient sculpture deliberately and responsively in and among the 
audience members who rotated in and out of the space each hour.7 Audi-
ence members managed their own relationship to proximate dancers as 
they moved, some staying at the perimeter of the gallery, some entering 
the center. Some stood, some sat, some walked, and even ran along with 
the dancers as they rushed across the space. In a public dialogue with 
fellow choreographer Xavier Le Roy, De Keersmaeker spoke about the 
paradoxes of dance- art collaborations.8 Both she and Le Roy remarked on 
how their disruptions of dance in one context actually appear to reactivate 
dance in another context. Le Roy noted bemusedly, “I am non- dance in 
the dance world, but in the art world, I am dance.”9 Even more recently, 
De Keersmaeker become implicated in a highly political conversation 
about aesthetic transcontextualization when Chris Dercon, former direc-
tor of the Tate Modern, included her in his first (and last) program as 
incoming intendant for the Volksbuhne in Berlin.10 More on that tangle  
later as well.

These interart questions of movement, stasis, embodiment, ensemble, 
and context speak back to the first and third themes I noted above; for 
one, they focused both conceptually and infrastructurally on how art-
ists, curators, critics, and citizens delineate the parameters of the cultural 
object. Such infrastructural questions in the artworld had their parallel 
in the scholarly world. Late twentieth- century scholarly traditions— new 
historicism, visual culture, cultural anthropology, performance studies— 
increasingly emphasized the aesthetic object as contextual and situated, 
indeed, even unsettling conventional parameters of where the object ended 
and its context began. My project on Hull- House was both a symptom of 
and a response to such disciplinary turns, using the lens of performance 
to describe the embedded life of a settlement movement whose propo-
nents sought to embed themselves across class and culture in Progressive 
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Era Chicago. Such disciplinary questions also informed the more metain-
stitutional work I sought to do in Professing Performance; in putting 
performance forward as an object of analysis and debate in higher edu-
cation, I suggested that it challenged epistemological conventions of 
delineation and boundedness, echoing a wider scholarly context that was 
challenging literary and art- historical conventions of delineation. If one 
places this contextual ethos between the world of scholarship and the art-
world, one can arguably understand the “performative turn” within this 
hypercontextual thought structure, one that propelled artistic experiments 
that embraced rather than disavowed the temporal, spatial, and embodied 
contexts in which art was installed and in which social life was experi-
enced. “Situatedness” emerges then as both a scholarly methodological 
pursuit and as an artistic preoccupation; situatedness is a condition to 
be aesthetically mined by late twentieth-  and twentieth- first- century art-
ists. Most interestingly, artworks variously called institutional critique and 
social practice, or dubbed performative, relational, choreographic, and 
socially engaged, were using the stuff of “context.” Habits, dispositions, 
spaces, money, power, institutions, and people became aesthetic material— 
whether at a community organization or in a museum, theater, university, 
or governmental apparatus. Throughout Back Stages I offer various sites 
and puzzles that explore the productive dependence of art and ideas on the 
social institutions that house them. In a final epilogue, I consider the “un- 
housing” of such forms by the parameters of shelter- in- place, alongside 
their ubiquitous rescreening and restreaming in 2020.

Of course, the “swapping of contexts” among the arts in fact exposes 
artistic contexts; the experiments above and those referenced in Back 
Stages expose the naturalized conditions and contexts that produce ordi-
nary knowledge of what we think we know about art, theater, and the 
social underpinnings of ensemble. They also expose undertheorized dif-
ferences between performance art and the performing arts in the process. 
Such tacit differences are part of why “performance artists” feel the need 
to “hate theater” even when their own processes come so close to approxi-
mating its condition. It is no coincidence then that a focus on context 
and situation simultaneously invites a reckoning with a wider genealogy 
of “critique”— criticism, self- critique, and immanent critique. In various 
essays throughout Back Stages, I find myself preoccupied with context 
as artistic material, a method of analysis, and both the object and the 
ground of critique. Indeed, my own perspective on the connection between 
context and critique is situated in my context at UC Berkeley— a place 
that holds and sometimes mixes historicist practices, cultural studies, 
activist histories, and traditions of critique. Consider an exemplary essay 
by UC Berkeley’s Judith Butler: “What is Critique? An Essay on the Vir-
tues of Foucault” (2001) is primarily a piece on the French expat and 
Berkeley- bound Michel Foucault, but Butler starts by gathering other 
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contextualizing trajectories from Raymond Williams in the United King-
dom and Theodor W. Adorno in Germany. She reminds us:

Raymond Williams worried that the notion of criticism has been 
unduly restricted to the notion of “fault- finding” and proposed 
that we find a kind of response, specifically to cultural works, 
“which [do] not assume the habit (or right or duty) of judgment.” 
And what he called for was a more specific kind of response, one 
that did not generalize too quickly: “what always needs to be 
understood,” he wrote, “is the specificity of the response, which is 
not a judgment, but a practice.” I believe this last line also marks 
the trajectory of Foucault’s thinking on this topic, since “critique” 
is precisely a practice that not only suspends judgment for him, 
but offers a new practice of values based on that very suspension.11

Butler goes on to note that this sense of critique as a practice also informed 
Adorno’s thinking:

For critique to operate as part of a praxis, for Adorno, is for it to 
apprehend the ways in which categories are themselves instituted, 
how the field of knowledge is ordered, and how what it suppresses 
returns, as it were, as its own constitutive occlusion. Judgments 
operate for both thinkers as ways to subsume a particular under 
an already constituted category, whereas critique asks after the 
occlusive constitution of the field of categories themselves.12

In the case of both Williams and Adorno, critique is highly situated because 
thinking is a situated activity. To practice critique is to mine not simply 
what we know but how we think we know— the conditions that pro-
duce ourselves as knowing subjects. Williams called that situatedness, the 
“specificity of the response,” and it was both a clarifying act and a humble 
act to avow one’s own site specificity as a critic— even a critic on the floor. 
For Adorno, the experience of specificity insidiously depended on a degree 
of occlusion, a repression of situating factors so that one’s context could 
feel normal and natural rather than constructed and contingent. Every 
knowledge order repressed other possibilities; it was the job of critique to 
explore the productivity of a lived order as well as to ask what that habit 
of living occludes. With Williams and Adorno at her side, Butler continued 
to clarify the contribution of Foucault to this longer genealogy of critical 
theory, one that deemphasizes evaluation per se in favor of an immanent 
excavation about how terms of value are produced in the first place:

Thus, Foucault seeks to define critique, but finds that only a series 
of approximations are possible. Critique will be dependent on its 
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objects, but its objects will in turn define the very meaning of cri-
tique. Further, the primary task of critique will not be to evaluate 
whether its objects— social conditions, practices, forms of knowl-
edge, power, and discourse— are good or bad, valued highly or 
demeaned, but to bring into relief the very framework of evalua-
tion itself.13

This tendency to emphasize critique’s “dependence” thus exemplifies 
another hypercontextual thought structure; the object of critique simulta-
neously defines the parameters of critique’s practice. If the job of critique is 
“to bring into relief the very framework of evaluation itself,” then thinking 
has a kind of infrastructural quality. It is experienced in relief, suspending 
and suspended by frameworks, conditions, speech, health practices, and 
power practices. Critique’s frontstage is part and parcel of its backstage.

Having started with a theme of sociality in performance, moved to con-
temporary performance in the art world and then on to themes of critique 
and context, let me highlight connections among these trajectories. Those 
allied with the performing arts might spy a clear link between the contextu-
ality of critique and the contextuality embedded in theater’s etymological 
history. Many theorists of the theater regularly invoke the etymological 
link between theory and theater— a place for viewing— to foreground the-
ater as a space of critique, as a space for “viewing the very framework” of 
social and artistic evaluation. Such a preoccupation has a visual art geneal-
ogy as well, one demonstrated in the contextualizing practices of both art 
history and contemporary art, especially the artworld practice of “institu-
tional critique.” Institutional critique is the moniker given to a group of 
artistic practices that set their sights— and their sites— on the institutional 
processes of art organizations, especially the world of museums, as well 
as the associated financial and spatial systems of gallery, biennial, and art- 
market processes.14 Institutional critique remains a catchall term for the 
disparate practices that extended Minimalist and conceptual art’s engage-
ment with the gallery to address the museum’s wider network of economic 
and institutional relationships.15 More social and political themes start to 
emerge here too.

Alexander Alberro, one of institutional critique’s notable historians, 
reminds us that the Enlightenment concept of the public sphere— and 
art’s civic function therein— was a primary motivator for “institutionally 
critical” practices. “The artistic practices that in the late 1960s and 1970s 
came to be referred to as institutional critique,” Alberro writes, “revis-
ited that radical promise of the European Enlightenment, and they did so 
precisely by confronting the institution of art with the claim that it was 
not sufficiently committed to, let alone realizing or fulfilling, the pursuit 
of publicness that had brought it into being in the first place.”16 Artists 
who identified with institutional critique staged that confrontation in a 
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variety of ways. For Daniel Buren, such a challenge meant interrogating 
the decontextualizing logic of the studio- museum relation, as well as the 
inside- outside logic of the public museum. For Hans Haacke and Martha 
Rosler, the investigation of the museum’s relation to public space meant 
understanding and critiquing its economic dependencies, including its 
embeddedness in the world of real- estate speculation. For Michael Asher, 
institutional critique meant mimicking the museum’s didactic processes 
by turning that didacticism on the institution itself. For Mierle Laderman 
Ukeles, it meant exposing the gendered and classed processes of custodians 
and conservators that kept the museum clean. For Fred Wilson, it meant 
exposing the race and class processes that kept the museum secure. Dan 
Flavin and Lawrence Weiner unsettled the object status of the artworks on 
which the art apparatus depended, turning to the fragile structures of light-
ing or text as alternatives. For Louise Lawler, institutional critique meant 
“appropriating” or recontextualizing the central props of the museum 
within defamiliarizing didactics and conventions of display. Andrea Fraser 
created “counterdocent performances.” Rather than offering tours of the 
museum’s artwork, she focused on its apparatus, discoursing at length on 
the arrangement of the subscription desk, the sculptural proportions of 
the drinking fountain, or the social and economic function of the museum 
cafeteria.17

These works unfolded from the late 1960s through the 1990s and 
primarily measured their distance from the visual artworld; indeed, they 
sited themselves in the artworld as a proximate irritant within it. Alberro 
and others have chronicled institutional critique as an embedded prac-
tice of negation.18 They were practices that interrupted, foregrounded, 
short- circuited, or otherwise redirected the apparatus of the museum and 
visual artworld to make its processes explicit, to make visible contingent 
factors that were oft- occluded. If art presented itself as autonomous and 
self- authorizing, institutional critique artists exposed the institution that 
produced that perception of autonomy. Upon considering this art- based 
trajectory of institutional critique, a few elements are relevant for my 
themes above and throughout Back Stages. First, institutional critique is 
about the revelation of context, indeed, about the incorporation of the 
contextual, the background, the backstage into the art itself. Institutional 
critique directed attention to that which was “outside” of art, precisely 
to expose the outside’s construction of the inside. Indeed, translations of 
institutional critique in German and elsewhere billed it as “context art” 
(Kontext Kunst).19 To mine that context was to mine the apparatus of 
knowledge production in art; it focused less on what we know about art 
than on the apparatus that undergirded the boundaries and schemas for 
what we think we know about art. More importantly for this collection of 
essays, the contextual expansion of institutional critique also undergirded 
the contextual travel of performance studies, as well as the contextual 
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travel of the performing arts— the context swapping that I described 
above. The shift to context enabled a shift across context; the critique of 
context opened the door to new interart experiments, including those that 
brought new objects, bodies, actions, and theatrical gestures to expose the 
contextual underpinnings of the institution.

Indeed, one might further suggest that theater was/is not only an object 
of critique but also a vehicle for artistic self- critique. As recounted in my 
gloss of artistic practices above, one finds that the institutionally critical 
gesture consistently used theatrical techniques to expose that institutional 
context. As I argued in Social Works, art objects were placed within scenes. 
Visual artists made art objects into props and sometimes into scripts. 
Visual artists hung lights, cast actors, and engaged in ambiguous role- play 
themselves. Museum didactics started to sound like stage directions. The 
unveiling of the institutional apparatus seemed to require varied forms 
of theater. At the same time, those heterogeneous forms worked with dif-
ferent conceptions of what theater might mean. Theater became a central 
vehicle by which to conduct a critique, not only because of its themes, 
stories, and characters but also because of the contextual heteronomy of 
the form itself. Even as the artworld critiqued the ubiquity of theatrical-
ity in the experience economy, even if performance artists say that they 
hate theater, this world deployed (and deploys) theatricality to conduct its 
own self- critique. As such, institutional critique further contributed to the 
proliferation of performance described above; whether performing artists 
in dance or theater noticed or cared, the institutional critical gesture read-
ied the visual art world for a wider array of bodily arrangements, spaces, 
objects, and actions.

Coming to terms with this heterogeneity of practice means renewing 
those questions about the relation between performance and social theory, 
including the former’s interdependence with institutional and political 
process. Retroactively, it is now possible to see how much political ambiva-
lence undergirds these cases, or rather, how often the sites and works reveal 
a growing confusion about how the political performs. Foregrounded in 
some places more than others, these essays track a lurking concern that the 
formats and sensibilities of so- called progressive “resistance” were being 
appropriated as conservative accommodations to neoliberal politics and 
economics. Around the time that I wrote Social Works, left activists who 
sought to dismantle social institutions found that conservative Tea Par-
tiers wanted to dismantle them too. As an employee of a defunded public 
institution, this unwelcome left- right political alignment was particularly 
concerning, prompting me to ask whether a recognition of institutional 
dependence might be more politically radical than any simplified quest for 
anti- institutional autonomy. Political ambivalences continued and continue 
in other ways as well. As relational experiments unfolded in the artworld, 
many began to worry that the “experiential” ethos of participatory art was 
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in danger, not of dismantling a late capitalist experience economy but of 
reinforcing its participatory compulsions. In the years following the pub-
lication of Social Works, political aesthetics took new form in the Occupy 
movement, with general assemblies, human microphones, and performa-
tive actions that yielded DIY social institutions. Looking back now at 
2012, I continue to wonder if there was not, at the very least, a symptom-
atic relation between the interart debates of museum performance and the 
infrastructural aesthetics of Occupy, between the apparently depoliticized 
formal concerns of the former and the apparently politicized, deforming 
practices of the latter. Jumping ahead to the timing of this writing, liberals 
and progressives who once ardently upheld the values of free speech find 
the First Amendment being “weaponized” for corporate- funded expres-
sions of homophobia and performances of racial hatred. Now, as this book 
anticipates publication, a pandemic has politicized the infrastructural 
proximities of performance in ways that the assemblies of 2012 could 
never have anticipated. Ultimately, as I reflect about such heterogenous 
questions, “performance” was and is hardly a medium- specific guarantee 
of progressive politics; nor is it a medium- specific guarantee of the oppo-
site. Rather every site, every event, every action transpires in a knotty mix 
of affects, materials, and systems. The bad news is that the relationship 
between performance and politics has become even less clear; the good 
news is that lack of clarity requires more complicated thinking, curating, 
teaching, policy making, and art making from us all.

Indeed, if the contextual and institutional stakes of interart turns, mis-
recognitions, and alignments have changed, it coincides with shifts in global 
politics.20 This is where the latent politics of interarts experiments become 
patent, even if there starts to be a routinized quality to this so- called global 
debate. Let me pick up one of the (prepandemic) routines. One argument 
with which I am routinely confronted— and which reappears throughout 
this collection— is the post- Fordist critique of participatory performa-
tives. This critique places performance and the participatory turn within 
a wider discourse on the changing nature of work, a shift that arguably 
underwrites artworld experiment and experience. Bojana Cvejić and Ana 
Vujanović offered examples of how the thought rides in an interview with 
Jasbir Puar, Judith Butler, Isabell Lorry, and Lauren Berlant on the subject 
of precarious labor.21 Here they cited post- operaist thinkers who theorize 
a turn from material production of commodities to immaterial labor of 
services which values “cultural- informational content— standards, norms, 
tastes, and (most important strategically) public opinion— by means of 
cooperation and communication as the basic work activities  .  .  . Art 
thereby gains a new political position, and performance has a special role 
to play there.  .  .  . workers are no longer obliged merely to get the job 
done, but also to be virtuoso performers: eloquent, open, and communica-
tive.”22 But, and here’s another tangle, while this thesis “is mostly taken as 
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promising for the politicality of the contemporary Art World,” for them 
and many others, such optimism is misunderstood and misplaced; they 
would say— and others say— that performance should be talked about less 
as a political practice and more “as a model of production.”23 Thus the 
performative turn in contemporary art and public art practice is read as 
a symptom of a wider turn to service in late capitalism, offering “encoun-
ter” and sociality as desirable product. From such a vantage point, social 
practice work, performance art, participatory art, and even the performing 
arts are unwittingly providing an economic service, enabling an imma-
terial turn that seems fully in consort with the experiential turn in late 
capitalism. Moreover, that turn is buttressed, or rather unbuttressed, by 
the increasingly intermittent conditions of artistic and performing arts 
labor; artists have learned to embrace the “freedom” and “creativity” of 
a lifestyle that strings together residencies, laboratories, shift work, and 
temporary working situations, the “festivalization” and “proliferation of 
small- scale projects, leading only to economic self- precaritization.”24

If we take seriously this tangled scene, what are artists who are invested 
in these practices and dependent on their professional circuits to do? Well, 
first, we might notice that the interart debates I glossed above might be 
best framed not only for their politics but also for their underlying eco-
nomics, that the classic Arendtian division between politics and labor 
are getting differently defined in such moments. The apparent political 
significance or political insignificance of a performance gesture can be 
thus reframed, made differently legible, when we notice that gesture’s 
embedding in a changing context of labor and economics, the changing 
workplace of performance. Along the way, performance workers might 
have to rethink service labor, and what it means to display their skills. 
Or, as Cvejić and Vujanović conclude with no small degree of oratorical 
intensity: “The question would be how to act upon the material condi-
tions, to no longer compose or negotiate with them, but to reclaim art as a 
public good in political and economic terms, which requires reconfiguring 
relations between the state, the public sphere and the sphere of the private 
capital. To do this, critical thought from within performance practice itself 
will not suffice, but in fact, performance practitioners will need to politi-
cally reeducate themselves as citizens in the public sphere.”25 What would 
such a public reeducation within the workplace of performance be? What 
does an enactment on material conditions look like? Throughout Back 
Stages, you will find me reasking questions about publicness and working 
conditions through examinations of a range of interart contexts.

Indeed, to take these questions and methods for another spin, let’s turn 
(or return) to some case studies. Let’s return first to that sentient structure 
in Faye Driscoll’s Thank You for Coming, the work of a choreographer 
that traveled from occupied proscenium stage to occupy the galleries of 
museums and biennials as well. The transit across this interart context is 
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one where modes of reading, perceiving, and servicing partake of different 
aesthetic legacies. When do audience members sit and performers move? 
When does the latter stay still while the former moves around them? In the 
scene of this work, the tangle of bodies eventually settle collectively onto 
the ground, wrapping torsos and limbs into a group amoeba- like form 
that shuttles across the platform: contact improv meets Meat Joy (1964) 
meets Brechtian aesthetics. Eventually, they rise in highly stylized gestures 
and facial expressions, communing with each other in jittery, syncopated 
movements while joyously calling out the names of those of us attending. 
Shannon . . . Patrick . . . Katya . . . Nicholas . . . Tracy . . . the names of each 
and every audience member who made the decision to assemble together 
that night are called, underscoring the parameters of attendance. Eventu-
ally, performers come down from the platform and ask us to rise. They 
take apart the platform and ask us to help them, rearranging us and the 
stage space into new infrastructures of observer and observed, now occu-
pying the same horizontal plane. We are asked to reassemble the material 
conditions of the choreographic structure. They ask us to grasp ropes 
suspended from the ceiling and dare us to amble and swing with them 
into new forms and shapes together— making virtuosity in reach. Indeed, 
this performance certainly requires the traditionally virtuosic skills of the 
performing arts— the bodily core of contact improvisation, gravitational 
defiance of ballet, and triple threat of dancing, acting, and singing— and 
it also requires conceptual or cognitively virtuosic skills. The piece asks 
us to attend to the entwinement of artist and art in bodily service, as well 
as to the entwinement of audience and art in provisional copresence. For 
me, it is a piece that rethinks rather than rejects virtuosic spectacle, allow-
ing its cognitive and productive dispersal among bodies who increasingly 
avow their need for each other. (It makes me melancholy to recall that 
need from inside my shelter in 2021.) Eventually, we depart, and as we 
make our way out, we, for the first time, receive our programs from the 
dancers who greet and say goodbye at the exit. Offering us our welcome 
in reverse, the programs remind us that the title is “thank you for coming.” 
In a conceptually rich performance of service, the dancers’ gesture enacts 
hospitality while making us question and rechoreograph our patterns of 
participation, allowing us to thank these virtuosic dancers for being so 
good at what they do, even as they assure us that their virtuosity is shared 
in the mundanity and investment of our attendance, that their virtuosity is 
matched by our own.

Now from the perspective of 2021, a piece like this seems to thematize 
and take a degree of control over the workplace of performance, its forms, 
material conditions, bodies, and way of being with others. That said, we 
have to also acknowledge that its appearance was and is contingent on 
the intermittent, temporary, festival structure of serial project work— 
Faye Driscoll’s career is an assembly of some of the most distinguished 
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venues for “project work” a performing artist can string together. If such 
a piece is at risk of only “enacting ‘critical thought’ from within” per-
formance practice, only recomposing and renegotiating rather than, as 
Cvejić and Vujanović would have it, “reclaiming art as a public good,” 
then we might turn to another example to understand the twentieth- 
first- century tangles of that reclaiming and its embedded global politics. 
Let’s set this work next to a debate at a different performing arts palace, 
the Volksbuhne— the German palace of performing arts in former East 
Berlin— where the furor over the arts as a public good received an urgent 
exorcism. At one point in 2017, the German ministers of culture’s deci-
sion to appoint the director of the Tate Modern as the new director of the 
Volksbuhne seemed another exemplary opportunity to advance and com-
plicate aesthetic experimentation across the visual and performing arts. 
Dercon said he was ready to animate Berlin with a modernized program, 
one that began by transporting a range of Tate Modern performance 
experimenters— including Boris Charmatz of Musée de La Danse and 
Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker in a Fous de dance at Tempelhof Airport. He 
also commissioned relational artist Tino Sehgal to create Beckett perfor-
mances, along with other artworld artists, most of whom had been part 
of curator Catherine Wood’s program at Tate Modern years before. As 
interesting as this transit and transplantation might have seemed to some 
of us, it was roundly rejected— often before viewing— by a host of others. 
Indeed, the ensuing debate, protest, Occupy- like takeover, and eventual 
resignation of Chris Dercon as the Volksbuhne director typified— in high 
dramatic form— the struggles, projections, misrecognitions, and insidious 
politics of interart experimentation; a fleet of Berlin’s citizens and its cul-
tural laborers decried the “Tate Modernization of the Volksbuhne.” Take 
the well- circulated 2016 open letter of Volksbuhne staff as an example. 
Its writers accused Dercon of representing “dance, musical theater, media 
art— already core elements of the Volksbuhne— as ‘novelty’ ”— as forms 
erroneously discovered by the then outgoing Tate Modern director.26 In 
response to Dercon’s desire to move across disciplines beyond what he 
called the “spoken word” form of the theater, practitioners were alarmed 
by his desire for an alternative “polyglot stage language.” His infamous 
assertion that Hito Steyerl and Wolfgang Tillmans were the only good 
performing artists in Berlin stung. In these and other exchanges, we saw 
a tussle around vocabulary (how strange to hear theater called “spoken 
word”?) and artistic literacy, as well as a confrontation of inherited artistic 
genealogies. It also exposed a much a wider concern about the workplace 
of performance in a globalizing environment. Dercon’s program was 
critiqued by staffers as one that welcomed an empty internationalism per-
ceived as “a historical leveling and destruction of our identity, [ushering] a 
global consensus culture with unified patterns of presentation and scale.”27 
The outsourcing of the season to “project work” and “residencies” with 
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Charmatz, De Keersmaeker, Sehgal, and other international artists was 
seen to undermine the repertory model of resident theater. Once again, 
undergirding this concern about aesthetic differences or political differ-
ences is a primary concern about economics and jobs. New polyglot stage 
languages required a different kind of expertise from an artistic and tech-
nical staff trained in producing the “spoken word” form of theater. The 
open letter put it bluntly: “We fear that with these plans there will be 
no need for our expertise and capacities. We fear job cuts, even liquida-
tion of entire subsections.” In other words, these salaried theater artists 
feared (rightly) what Axel Haunschild calls the boundaryless career of 
the itinerant, twenty- first- century creative laborer, thereby staging what 
Cvejić and Vujanović might have read as a last ditch refusal to accept  
artistic precaritization.

This drama offers one more site in which to imagine the political 
reeducation for artists as citizens in the public sphere, albeit a fitful, 
opportunistic, incomplete, and internally contradictory one. It exemplified 
concerns about the performance workplace, the reskilling or deskilling of 
the performing arts, and the potentials and perils of an artworld embrace 
of performance and— in a Brexit context— of a neoliberal Londoner tak-
ing over an (East) German institution in the European Union. Never mind 
that he’s Belgian.

At this point, it seems important to step back to situate these patterns of 
projection. The crisis is not fundamentally about how the visual art world 
is taking over the theatrical world. Indeed, over the last few decades, many 
of us have heard just as many accusations that theater was taking over the 
visual art world. Perpetuating a modernist art habit, many critics from 
Michael Fried to Hal Foster have lamented the invasion of performers, 
choreographers, and time- based artists whose work deskills and distracts 
attention from the contemplation of visual art. If the artworld’s ambiv-
alence toward theater is something of a modernist trope, we now find 
ourselves in a reversal, navigating the theater world’s ambivalence toward 
the artworld. But look what happens when we step back from this politi-
cal theater, when we take a wider view of this “place for viewing.” We 
find that each accuses the other in similar terms; it is certainly there that 
we find the real symptoms of historical crisis. Each accuses the other of 
ushering a commercialized event culture. Each accuses the other of neo-
liberal takeover. Critics in both camps are concerned about the effects of 
globalization, whether the empty internationalism of the art biennial or 
the festivalization of the performance season. Rather than decide which 
art form is more political, or which more neoliberal, the interart debate 
reveals a much broader anxiety about the future of work, one in which all 
cultural employees have a stake. Indeed, it is striking to see how much the 
performing art works initially presented by Dercon anticipated the imag-
ery of the protests against it. The virtuosic powers of the artist as political 
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actant become, through a change in optic, a protest against the economic 
conditions that house it. Dercon resigned in less than a year at the urg-
ing of German cultural ministers, public- sector employees who did not 
want to have to sustain this kind of public reeducation. The Volksbuhne 
scene demonstrates the opportunities and obstacles of political reeduca-
tion, especially at a historical moment when the effort to embrace art as a 
public good seemed increasingly remote.

Looking Ahead: Table of Contexts

The sequence in my table of contents is largely chronological, and, not 
coincidentally, such a chronology allows me to divide the book into three 
parts devoted to (1) background disciplinary debates, (2) complex artistic 
projects, and to conclude with (3) “restagings” that synthesize the themes 
of art, performance, and the social into reimagined conversations. Sev-
eral of the essays are in extended and sometimes eccentric dialogue with 
the three books that I glossed above. While I have published essays that 
offer abridged arguments of these books, I decided not to include them 
here; readers can find them reprinted in several places elsewhere; (and, of 
course, readers can read the whole books too).28 Part 1 on “Background 
Stages” explores institutional puzzles across social institutions, institutions 
of higher education, and institutions of art, recalling legacies of artistic 
and scholarly practice that meet, redefine, and undo each other in different 
contexts and with different political implications.

 1. “Performance at Hull- House: Museum, Microfiche, and Historiog-
raphy.” The earliest published essay in this reader coincided with 
the process of writing my first book on Hull- House, a process that 
found me analyzing social performance while simultaneously reck-
oning with the embodied and affective contingencies of performing 
history and practicing historiography.

 2. “Performing Show and Tell: On the Disciplinary Problems of 
Mixed- Media Practice.” Commissioned for a special issue of the 
Journal of Visual and Cultural Studies, this chapter compares the 
“turn” from theater to performance studies with the “turn” from 
art history to visual culture studies, asking whether their respective 
disciplinary stakes of tradition and revision parallel each other.

 3. “Theatricality’s Proper Objects: Genealogies of Performance and 
Gender Theory.” Included in a collection focused on the keyword 
Theatricality, this chapter joins debates in feminism and queer 
theory with debates on theater and performativity, following a link 
between the antiessentialist turns and medium- specific politics of 
these subfields.
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 4. “When ‘Everything Counts’: Experimental Performance and Per-
formance Historiography.” This chapter compares the contextualist 
methodological stakes of new historicism and performance histo-
riography with the contextual contingencies of Minimalist art and 
post- Minimalist performance, arguing for a connection between 
scholarly practice and artistic practice as the century turned.

 5. “Resist Singularity.” Responding to a special issue of Theater Sur-
vey, which asked, “What Is the Single Most Important Thing We 
Can Do to Bring Theater History into the New Millennium?” I sug-
gest in this chapter that the field resist singularity to welcome varied 
aesthetic, disciplinary, and political positions to the field.

 6. “Rhetoric in Ruins: Performing Literature and Performance Stud-
ies.” Recalling a less- recounted genealogy of performance studies 
in oral interpretation, this chapter engages debates on the future of 
higher education while showing unexpected kinship between the 
narratorial experiments of rhetoric and those of experimental eth-
nography in cultural anthropology and performance studies.

 7. “Living Takes Many Forms: Creative Time.” Having assisted in the 
curation of Living as Form at Creative Time, this chapter recalls 
the public renewal of the arts in the 1930s under the Works Prog-
ress Administration to make a historical case for including theater, 
dance, and other performing art genealogies in the contemporary 
artworld’s framing of socially engaged art practice.

Having established a network of disciplinary questions and histories in 
part 1, part 2 on “The Arts at Work” analyzes complex artistic projects, 
exhibitions, and collections that demonstrate the potentials and perils of 
curating performance amid the experience economies and social move-
ments of the twentieth- first century.

 8. “Life Politics/Life Aesthetics: Environmental Performance in red, 
black & GREEN: a blues.” Focusing on a performance installation 
that joins the work of choreographer- poet Marc Bamuthi, public 
artist– singer Theaster Gates, and socially engaged architect Rick 
Lowe, this chapter explores the link between hybrid aesthetic prac-
tice and site- specific politics.

 9. “Elmgreen & Dragset’s Theatrical Turn.” Commissioned for a fea-
tured piece in 2011 Performa’s biennial on performance art, this 
chapter argues for the long- term connection between theater and 
the practice of institutional critique by a queer male artistic duo 
feted in the artworld.

 10. “Performativity and Its Addressee: Walker Art Collection.” 
Responding to the signature holdings of the Walker Art 
Collection— along with its tradition of cutting- edge performing arts 
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curation— this chapter demonstrates how the term “performativity” 
helps us to understand the intermedia practice and spectatorial rela-
tions of experimental art.

 11. “Just- in- Time: Performance and the Aesthetics of Precarity.” Using 
the performance art theater troupe My Barbarian as a spine, this 
chapter links post- Fordist social theory with debates across art, 
theater, and performance studies, foregrounding the degree to which 
precarity is an occupational hazard of performance even as it simul-
taneously invites reflection on its own conditions of virtuosity.

 12. “Seven Ways to Look at Windows: Harrell Fletcher.” This essay uses 
the work of social practice artist Harrel Fletcher as a springboard 
for framing the disciplinary stakes of environmentally responsive, 
socially engaged art and performance.

 13. “Countercarnival in a Performance- Friendly World: En Mas’.” 
Responding to an exhibition platform devoted to integrating Carib-
bean carnival into visual art exhibition, this chapter mines Black 
Atlantic social theory to argue that carnival anticipates twentieth- 
first- century performance exhibition and provides a reminder of its 
provocative (oft- repressed) social politics.

 14. “Utopian Operating Systems: Theaster Gates’s Way of Working.” 
Focusing on the expansive practice of Theaster Gates, this chapter 
explores the connection between the backstage materials of urban 
renewal and the frontstage expressions of performance and pub-
lic art.

 15. “Trusting Publics: Paul Ramírez Jonas.” Written for a midcareer 
retrospective on the work of Paul Ramírez Jonas, this chapter fore-
grounds the role of theatrical material in public art practice, as well 
as the necessity of facing political ambivalence toward once- trusted 
public institutions.

In the final section, “Restagings,” I close with more recent analyses of 
past and contemporary practice, reframing classic questions of aesthetics 
and politics to provoke new alignments across seemingly nonallied fields 
in drama, visual art, performance, protest, and civic reenactment.

 16. “The Way We Perform Now.” First shared at an Artists Space forum 
on the role of dance at the Whitney Biennial and published in a 
special issue on museums in Dance Research Journal, this ten- point 
chapter considers the aesthetic, political, and economic stakes of 
cross- pollination across the visual and performing arts.

 17. “Drama and Other Time- Based Arts.” Reaching back to classical 
poetics, seventeenth- century aesthetics, and literary genre theory, 
this chapter (not previously published) considers how dramatic 
conventions (along with epic and lyrical ones) offer frames for 
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understanding the formal and social significance for time- based art 
practice now. Initially developed as a Spencer Lecture in Drama 
at Harvard, I decided to leave much of its oral tone and mode of 
address.

 18. “Assemblies: Public Participation, Heteronomous Worlds.” Alighting 
on the aesthetic, democratic, technological, educational, environ-
mental, and archaeological associations of the keyword “assembly,” 
this chapter connects contemporary debates around civic action and 
climate politics with those in public art to argue to reassemble the 
politics and aesthetics of performance. It joins thoughts originally 
shared at a keynote on “Autonomy and Functionality” in Berlin 
with an ongoing investigation of assembly.

 19. “Epilogue: Essential Labor and Proximate Performance.” Serving as 
an epilogue to the entire book, I reflect here about the provisional 
and potentially permanent effects of a global pandemic on the cul-
tural sector and on performance as a form.

As noted above, each of these essays was written for a particular venue 
and readership, many of whom rarely overlap with each other. With Back 
Stages, I hope to bring these varied audiences into conversation and to cat-
alyze a cross- disciplinary conversation beyond the disciplined institutional 
constraints in which they continue to occur. On the one hand, some essays 
first appeared in publications devoted to a performing art form such as 
theater or dance (e.g., Theater Survey and Dance Research Journal). Some 
appeared in venues devoted to the interdisciplinary field of performance 
studies (e.g., Exceptional Spaces, Contesting Performance or the Drama 
Review), that is, venues whose readership occasionally coincides with the 
first two. On the other hand, many of the collected essays were commis-
sioned by journals, books, and catalogues that focused on visual art in the 
expanded field. The readership and reach within this art expansion also 
varies greatly— from scholarly debates in visual culture and the humani-
ties (e.g., Journal of Visual Culture and Representations) to those focused 
on formal questions in contemporary art (e.g., Walker Art Center’s Liv-
ing Collections), to publications targeted to advance the field of socially 
engaged art (commissioned by organizations such the Vera List Center, 
Creative Time, Independent Curators International, and more). Moreover, 
while many essays appeared in scholarly journals and edited collections, 
others appeared in art catalogues specifically responding to exhibitions 
with limited dissemination. As a critic and teacher who addresses different 
kinds of audiences in serial form— for example, artists at this venue, the-
ater makers at that one, curators here, humanities scholars there— my hope 
with Back Stages is to reach a range of readers simultaneously. Whether 
or not I succeed, the entirety of the book is dedicated to the crew who 
have always been my primary interlocutors, my most provocative critics, 
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and my most trusted supporters: my students at Northwestern, Harvard, 
and the University of the California, Berkeley. My work is always already 
for them.
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